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Abstract: 

This current research indicate the relationship between customer orientation and organizational performance in the Iraqi 

private banks, Customer orientation is represented to be  an essential factor for the Iraqi private banks success in spite of a few 

empirical evidence to enhancing performance , this research trying to clarify customer orientation - performance .in the final of 

this research achieved for the role of customer as basically influence in the Iraqi private banks and this gaining in the theoretical 

side.  
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1. Introduction 

Iraqi private banks will have to overcome some important challenges if they are to continue their 
growth at the last years. There are some reasons that facing to banks working like: 

1-Accessibility – Access to bank branches or ATM machines remains highly limited to the general 

Iraqi population. There are approximately 900 bank branches covering a population of 33 million Iraqis 
equating to just one branch serving 36 thousand individuals. 

2-ATM machines are also highly limited with World Bank data indicating that there is only one 
ATM machine for every 100,000 inhabitants. 

3-Irregular playing field – State-owned banks maintain approximately 91% of the deposit and asset 

market share in addition to enjoying several perceived or actual benefits. 
4-Trust – Another important factor that has resulted in the low usage of banks has been a general 

mistrust of the banking system. This problem is further exasperated by the lack of any deposit insurance 
institutions that would guarantee customers their deposits back in the event of a bank failure. This problem 
was brought to the forefront recently with the widely publicized bankruptcy of  Warkaa  Bank. (Sansar 

capital management, 2013). 
      Demand for banking services in Iraq is outstripping existing capacity. Potential for banking 

services is huge, with penetration at less than 5% of the population and most transactions still cash-based. 
As security has improved, the country has opened up to external trade and investment, raising the need for 
banking services, including finance. Banks in Iraq offer a traditional range of deposit accounts and lending 

products including debit and credit cards (relatively new), exchange and transfer facilities, and trade finance 
products, such as letters of credit. (National investment of Iraq, 2015). 

 
2. Customer orientation 
The difference between market orientation and customer orientation  

1- Market orientation refers to the focus of an organization's activities on all make participants and 
interesting groups while customer orientation is a characterized by a bilateral relation between the customer 

and organization.  
2- Thus market orientation focuses on creating a general competitive edge, while the primary 

objective of customer orientation is to fulfill individual customer expectations and needs ,Customer 
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orientation: is the comprehensive, continuous customer and analysis of customer expectations well as their 
internal and external implementation in an organization's service and interactions with the objectives for 

establish stable and economically advantageous customer relationship on the long term (Korunka et al, 
2007). 

For several decades, customer focus has been described as customer of marketing Organization's 

service and interactions with the objectives for establish stable and economically advantageous customer 
relationship on the long (Korunka et al, 2007). Customer have preferences both in the immediate and long 

term .Tragically short -term preference (or wants) are felt and clearly articulated where as long term 
preferences (or needs ) tend to be latent (Rapp et al, 2010; Thakor and Joshi, 2005). 

Customer orientation is the organization -wide gathering, sharing and use of intelligence about 

customer coordinated actions based on that intelligence (Rapp et al, 2010).  
As a dimension of market orientation, customer orientation emphasizes the importance of 

determining and addressing the preference of buyers. 
Narver and Slater (1990) conceptualization of customer orientation with its emphasis on 

organizational culture and capabilities. 

Customer orientation: is sufficient understanding of on's target buyers to be able to create superior 
value for them continuously (Ndubisi, 2012). 

A customer oriented organization so one that seeks to understand the needs, both expressed and 

latent , of its customers in order or more effectively respond to these needs. 
Day (1994) suggests that there are three characteristics of a customer -oriented organization. 

-  placing a high priority on customer interest. 
- Generating and using information about customers. 
Creating systems to act on such information. In various context and is through to be a source of 

competitive advantage. 
Customer orientation in sales context can be defined and the quality of the customer -salesperson 

relationship While technology has enhance the salesperson's ability to interact with customers in a virtua l 
environment in order to achieve  an optimal level of customer orientation via adoptive selling salespeople 
should be able to interact with customers and observe their responses allowing them to quickly make 

adjustments to their message (Rapp et al., 2010). 
Customer orientation may improve organization performance by providing greater value to 

customers through improved service delivery (Narver and Slater, 1999; Arndt and Karande, 2012). 
Customer orientation: is the degree to which salespeople try to help customers make purchase 

For individual salespeople , customer orientation has been shown to enhance job satisfaction , 

customer satisfaction, customer trust and relationship development for firm's the degree to which 
salespeople satisfy long term customer needs and build effective Relationship has a direct impact on firm 

image, brand image, customer satisfaction, loyalty to the selling firm and repeat sales (Arndt and Karande, 
2012; Jones et al., 2003) refers  customer orientation is defined as selling behavior in. Customer oriented 
selling by trying to help their customers make purchase decision that will satisfy customer needs (Saxe and 

weitz, 1982). 
Customer orientation refers to the organization -wide gathering, sharing and use of intelligence 

regarding customer as well as coordinated based on that intelligence (Tang, 2014). Customer orientat ion 
has been seen as fundamental concepts to the theory and practice of marketing management (Jaworski and 
Kohli, 1993). It has been well established that customer oriented firm's outperform competitor and   that 

customer satisfying (Narver and Slater, 1999). Customer orientation helps a firm's to have an overriding 
focus towards both its targeted and would be customers . Confirm will primarily be interested in providing 

value to its customers through its products and services so as to satisfy customers. 
These aspects of CO would help a firm's to garner market share and profitability (Bhattacharyya 

and Jha, 2014). The origin of customer orientation can be traced to the development of the marketing 

concept, which is basically a business philosophy or policy statement which holds that the ultimate goal of 
an organization is to fulfill customer needs for the purpose of maximizing business profits (Appiah – Adu 

and Singh, 1998). 
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Likewise customer orientation concepts were presented early in the literature as the application of 
the marketing concepts at the level individual salesperson. Customer orientation determines the degree to 

which the salesperson is willing to help customers satisfy those needs and make better purchase decisions 
by offering products the satisfy their needs, adopting the sales presentation tactics and high pressure selling. 
In the research literature, customer orientation is defined as "an employee tenancy or predisposition to meet 

customer needs in an on- the job context its seems that creating a customer- oriented business culture is 
important for successful operations in an increasingly competitive service -oriented market (Lee et al, 

2013).  
Identifying buyers needs and adoption to the customer are constructs in such work that mirror the 

nations in the market orientation , market - oriented companies need to learn about their customer and 

continue to update the learning (Da silva et al., 2002). 
(Saxe and Weitz, 1982) suggest that customer orientation at individual employee level is closely 

rated to a "concern for others" (Singh and Koshy, 2011). Customer orientation is also part of the broader 
construct "service quality" which could be directly influenced by human factors dimensions. In both 
research and practice, the concepts of customer orientation is often used a synonym of market orientation, 

or is a central part of a broader defining of market orientation (Korunka et al, 2007). 
 
3. Performance 

Business performance is wide concept including both financial performance and operational 
performance indicators. Performance measure depend on mere financial are not enough so non - economic 

indicators including market share, product development, or production efficiency are used for business 
performance (Zaman et al, 2012). 

Likewise performance is ongoing and flexible process that including   managers and those whom 

they managers and those whom they manage acting as partners within organization work that is sets out 
how they can be best work together to achieve the required results, and the  performance is  the end result 

of activities, it includes the actual outcomes of strategic management process (Agha, 2012). 
The practice of strategic management is justified in terms of its ability to enhancing the 

organization's performance (Wheelen and Hunger, 2010). 

Literature review on organizational performance clearly shows a general findings researchers that 
there is no single universal measure that can be utilized to asses overall organizational performance. also 

classical financial measures are unacceptable as the indicators for organizational performance. many 
performance measures and models have been developed and support by various authors, such as: 
profitability, productivity, efficiency, effectiveness, adoptability, growth, innovation (Harrim, 2010). 

Thus organization performance, affected from many factors outputs on different studies. These 
outputs can be either economical findings such as profit margin, raise of new investments or some types of 

different types of characteristics which cannot be measured as certainly (Küçükoglu and Pinar, 2015). 
Likewise, a broad average of performance measures have been cited in the strategic orientat ion 

almost are related to financial performance, including profit, market share, sales growth, and return on 

investment (ROI) and there is a great structure  of research that confirm a positive relationship between 
strategic orientation and organizational performance there has also been a major interest in strategic 

orientation as an intangible variables that has an effect on organizational performance (Oudan 2012).  
Although organization  performance is not characterize in details by academics it is sometimes 

identified with profit and sometimes with market power its most common proxies are ROS, ROI and ROA 

(Durand and CoeurDeroy, 2001; Piirala, 2012). 
In the same case business performance is measurable result , organizational decision actions that 

including the success and accomplishment, costs are the basic parts of the performance, while the 
performance almost including any competitive purpose and spiritual prevalence such as reliability, 
flexibility, and besides quality and rapidity (Amirkhani and Reza, 2015). 

So Performance could be estimated in both subjective and objective methods,  for this there are 
three types of indicators have been mostly adopted in organizational performance studies such as Growth, 

profitability and market share expressed by financial or non- financial indicator, since financial indicators 
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and performance indicators  are even weakened, particularly  in the changing competitive environment, non 
- financial performance should be representing  in order to fill the gap of incomplete  information (Liu and 

Fu, 2011). 
Although, primary data are directly collected from organizations and secondary data are collected 

from publicly available sources, another classification in the performance measure includes objective and 

subjective measures, objective performance measure refer to quantified indicators. They are generally 
financial indicators and obtained from organization on the other hand, subjective measure depends on the 

judgmental assessments of respondents and these indicators cover financial and non - financial indicators  
Some scholars the use of subjective measure because subjective measure easier facilitates the 

measurement of sophisticated  dimensions of performance ,growth and financial performance is a common 

performance measurement (Arshad et al, 2014). Performance achieving better results in the organization it 
is procedures of creating a shared vision of what should be achieved (Striteska, 2012).  

Existing literature frequently divides business performance measures into financial performance , 
which includes variables, such as revenues, profits, or stock prices; non - financial performance measures 
such as reputation, loyalty, or customer satisfaction (Grissemann et al, 2013). 

Therefore authors have different approach towards measuring business performance, firstly in 
authors there were used various  financial and non - financial indicators are standard  for estimated business 
performance. Also Authors differ in the investigation of these indicators, there are applied basically two 

basic methods of business performance measurement: by subjective (self -report) and objective measure 
where the distinction between them is indefinite by the human elements. Although most objective measure 

are depend on financial data, the reporting of financial information may be subjectively constructed. the 
hardness in getting  objective data participate to the broad used of subjective measures. 

Researchers widely correspond that business performance should be taken to include multiple areas 

rather merely financial considerations; some researchers debate that the conceptualization of business 
performance should be extended to include non - financial performance).  

Also, performance can be defined by three dimensions, financial, strategic and satisfaction, the 
financial dimension focus on bottom line of the organization functions such as amount of sales, profits and 
speed of  growth, the main thrust of strategic performance dimensions is that organizations often have a set 

of strategic goals such enhanced competitiveness, raised market share and strengthened its strategic 
position, the satisfaction dimension clarify the scope to which the performance of the organization has been 

very satisfactory, every successfully and fully met its expectations. 
Therefore performance measurement has been defined as the process of quantifying where 

measurement is the procedures  of quantification and activities leads to performance, from the perspective 

of strategic, organizations achieve their goals they perform by satisfying their customers with best 
efficiency and effectiveness than their rivals (Maurya et al, 2015).  

Organizational performance can be seen as a multi - dimensional structure including of more than 
simply financial performance, it's described as the scope to which the organization is capable to matching 
of its stakeholders and its own needs for survival (Al- alak and Tarabieh, 2011). 

Therefore superior performance is core to the survival and growth of organizations, organizat ion 
performance appear like a self - evident and self - explanatory term but actually needs to be carefully 

dismantling, if we are to understand its tangible (Nasir, 2012; Dahan and Shoham, 2014) organizationa l 
performance can be broadly divided into financial and operational aspects , addition to satisfaction of 
stakeholders. 

Although financial and operational results are inter- related, they never the less reflect different 
faces of organization performance and their causal direction are sophisticated (Valencia et al, 2016) refers 

few reasons for uses a subjective performance measure, first, given that many organizations in the sample 
are privately held, respondents may be resistant to detect secret objective financial data second as profits 
levels differ across industries, subjective, performance measures are more suitable in some studies. Third 

objective performance measure may not adequately indicate the financial condition of high - technology 
organizations. 
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4. Discussion 

Private Iraqi banks are most active in currency exchanges and wire transfer to diversification in their 

jobs and that's happen when understanding the role of customers and getting wants and needs ,beside that 
there is necessity to complete a grand plan to merger with foreign banks to coordinating  and participat ion 
the profit especially Iraqi economic has a multi resources that could bring a best revenue in the  short and 

long term . 
Another thing that must the banks to get interesting is focusing on the reform the infrastructure  after 

war against ISIS and this could be a more benefit to provide money for the international or local firms with 
high interest.    

The other thing that must taking from central bank of Iraq is to get their banks a more freedom to 

inter new services like investment in renewable energy and reform the environment banking system to stand 
up with modern process in the world. 
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